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We use cookies to improve your experience on our site. By clicking ON ACCEPT, you agree to use cookies to process your personal data to personalize your experience. VerbsAll French ends french verbs either in -er or -re or -ir. Each of these categories already has specific rules governing how they are
changed to express layers of important information about the situation. The class of verbs that ends in -er is the largest class of verbs in French, comprising about 90% or 1000 individual verbs. As the endings of verbs -er are very simple, they're a great introduction to the concept of pairing. Additionally, as



new verbs of The English (called Anglicisms are adopted), they take the end of -er, so this set of verbs grows rapidly. Fortunately, the pairing of acts -er is mostly regular (versus irregular), meaning that the rules of pairing them to fit the situation will apply to most of the actions you encounter! How
changeThe action changes the form of the verb changes to show who performed the procedure (person) and when it happened (tense). French uses one person extra class (vous) that corresponds to the processing of you all/ you guys in English.Although native speakers may not notice it, English verbs
also change depending on who performs it and when the action occurs. Most verbs only change in the third single person (see below) in English, but all verbs change to distinguish when something happens. A person (singular) present tensePast tenseFirst personI walked personyou walkedperson walkin
most cases (apart from irregular verbs), the english past formula is formed by adding -ed to the word. Both English and French have a lot of irregular verbs that simply need to be preserved, but learning the rule of ordinary verbs makes it much easier. Being exposed to actions in context (rather than just in
the chart) is also crucial to becoming convenient to use - not to mention it's more fun! Use the French course at Lingvist to see verbs in context, as well as consider grammatical tips to clearly illustrate concepts as needed. To Infinitif and BeyondThe non-essential form of verb is its basic form. You can
easily discover them in French because they retain their original finish of -er, ir or -re. The equivalent meaning in English is the same as to [verb], so aimer translates to like. Except when stacking two verbs together (it [likes] [to run]/IL [aime] [courir], the Inveri model needs to change to express who and
when. Here comes the pairing for ordinary actions, the dissonance of its torso confiding in its conjugal forms in a predictable way. Stem, or radical (from the root in French: Racine), is the part that occurs before -er, ir, or -re. Simply, to conjugate the verb -er, drop -er and add the appropriate finish according
to the person and For example, at present a tense form add -e, -es, -e, -ons, -ez, or -ent to the remaining stem after removing -er. regular pairing -er acts nowadays Tenseto talk about something being done nowadays, drop -er and add one of these endings. English is often used as a continuous present
(example below with arriver) instead of this guidance, so you will end up using this guidance a lot more in French than you do in English. In English, the present often has an implicit regularity or a familiar connotation. French guidance can be used to talk about the usual procedures, but also to describe
something happening nowadays or will happen immediately. I origin [pres. cont.] / Arrived (... At 8:00 every morning] [indicative attendee] = J'arrive [indicative attendee]. You may also have noticed that when the first letter of the next word is a vowel, the personal pronouns of G (I) are combined with the
word to form a j'arrive. If you have already started learning French, you have certainly noticed that French words are rarely spoken, which means that pronunciation rules are different from the written form. In the table below, you can see what the endings look like. PersonPresentPro-tu-es-il/elle/on-e-e-
nous-onsnasalovous-ezayils/elles-ent-Ex.: aimer-&gt; (to like) j'aimenous aimonstuesvous aimesvous aimezil/ on aimeils / elles aimostment common -er Verbs Verbs Verbs verbs. Irregular acts are written in bold. FrenchEngenglishdonnerto give, to producealmeto godemanderto ask, for sporttrouverto
find, for discoverpasserto pass, to go pastresterto stay, to remain porterto bear, for wearparlerto speech, to view talkmontrerto, to view lasttinuerto continuepenserto thinkcommencerto start, to start, to start, to start, to start, Call appelerto call, for contactoccuperto occupation, to take over (space / time)
déciderto decide, to convince up, to eemblerto seems lilicerorto leave, to allow, for letrappelerto call again, for an irregular reminder -er VerbsEven though -er verbs are mostly regular, and some common verbs -er irregular. Some of these acts have stem changes and minor spelling changes but still use
normal endings. The king of the act is also completely irregular.1. The verb humiliater is used (to go) as much as it is used in English, so the pairing is very important to save. It is irregular in all except the nus and voos forms. It's also used to combine with another verb (just as in English) to form a future
proche (close) tense. J. Weiss Manger on Croissant. (I'm going to eat a croissant.) Ex.: aller (to go)g vaisnous allonstu clear in all zil/elle/on vails/elles vont2. Verbs that transform their accent aigu (é) to the graves tone (è): é in verbs that end in -é_er changes to è in changing stem associations (all but
nous and vous at present Inquiéter-&gt; inquiéé/inquièt-er (for concern)j'inquiètenous inquiétonstu inquiètesvous inquitesvous inquiétefous inquiétezil/elle/elleèVerbtents in this category: altérer (to change) céder (to give up, Get rid of) célébrer (to celebrate) compléter (to complete) considérer (to consider)
différer (to differ) espérer (hopefully) exagérer (to exaggerate) gérer (to manage) Enke (for anxiety) moder (to moderate) pénétré (to enter) posséder (to own) préé (to prefer) protéger (to protect) refléter (to reflect) répéter (to repeat) révéler (to detect) suggérer (for proposal) and e in most acts that end in -
e_er changes to è in stem coupling that has changed (all but nous and vous at present tense).: acheter –&gt; e_er achet/achèt-er (to buy) j'achètenous achetonstu achètesvous achetezil/elle/on achèteils/elles achèverbtents in this category acheter (to buy) amener (to take) écarteler (to tear) emmener (to
take) enlever (to take) enlever () To remove) fureter (to squib, nose around) geler (to freeze) haleter (pant) harceler (to harass) crane (to lift, lift) Martler (for hammer, pounds) platform (to lead) casual (for model, shape) beller (for peel) peser (weight) promener (on walking)3. Some French verbs that end in
-eler and -eter double l or t in a stem coupling that has been changed (all but nous and vous at present).Ex.: appeler-&gt; appel/appell-er (to contact) j'appellenous appelonstu appelesvousappele/elleeles/ellesappellentverbs/ellesappellentverbs In -eler or -eter and follow this rule: appeler (to call) chanceler
(to to stoop, wobble) épeler (to spell) Rapler (to call again, recall) renouveler (to renew) ruisseler (for flow, stream) feuilleter (for leaves through) jet (to throw) projeter (for project) rejeter (to refuse) 4. Acts that end in -ayer, -oyer, or -uyer undergo a stem change from y to i (all except nous and vous at
present).Ex.: Envoy -&gt; Envoy / envoi-er (to send) j'envoienous envoyonstu envoiesvous envoyezil / elle /on envoieils/elles envoientFor verbs ending in -oyer and -uyer, stem change is not optional.bro Yer (to grind) employer (to employ) envoy (to send) nettoyer (to clean) se noyer (to sink) renvoyer (to
shoot) tu (to use tu (instead of official vous)) vouvoyer (to use vous (instead of informal tu)) appuyer (for lean, press) ennuyer (to bear) essuyer (to clear) believe or not believe, for actions that end in a stem, change. This means that both forms are true in modern French. Maybe in the future one will win a
popular battle and the other will fall out of favor, but for now you get to see the evolution of the French language at work!Ex.: Article – &gt; Article / essai-er (to try) j'essaye / j'essaienous essayonstu essayes/essaiesvous essayezil/elle/on essaye/essaieils/elles essayent/essais (to sweep) effrayer (to scare)
égayer (l (try) motive (to push) rayer (to draw a line (on/through), to write off) you need more practice with pairing and pronunciation? Take a French online course lingvist today to discover the fun exercises of learning pairing and pronunciation! Regular French - more classic acts as PB &amp; J.Okay,
even peanut butter and jelly sandwiches are not French.and they may be classic for Americans just because they are cheap and cinch to make. But it is also a good example of how a limited number of components can be a simple and predictable outcome. See, pairing - or the way the verb changes
according to factors such as number, person, tense or mood - can be either regular or irregular. Normal acts follow a distinctive pattern, which means you don't have to worry about any strange exceptions or irregularities. In any case, this whole pairing thing occurs according to the verb shape leg or un-
criticism. In French, the infinitives already have three possible endings: -er, -ir and -re. Save for sanctuary (to go), and all acts -er are regular. Some of them are sneaky actions changing the stem, but that's for another time! Fortunately, there are tons of ordinary verbs - i.e. in French. Basically, it goes
without saying that knowing how to conjugate-er verbs is a must. Follow me this way, please!     The 411 on regular French -i.e. Verbs Forthemore, as the language changes over time and more neologisms and anglicisms find their way into French (and French find themselves speaking a kind of
franglais), they always take the form of -er verbs.–er verbs prepare French learners to learn other forms of verb. Because their endings follow a pattern through and through (regardless of tension or mood), and accompanying - verbs are a great way for French learners to start building confidence. In fact,
as French learners, the first acts we deal with are usually before moving to regular-ir and-re verbs. It is safer to say that ordinary verbs -er are bread and butter (or peanut butter and jelly, if you like) from French verbs. Some common -er verbsI know what you're thinking: let's see some verbs, already!
Here is a list of common verbs -er: Aimer (to like, love) changer (to change) student (to ask) Écouter (to listen) Fabriquer (to make) the stoic (to live) Jouer (to play) Manger (to eat) Barler (to talk) Reister (to stay) site (to sign) Tver (to find) visitor (to visit the place of all acts mentioned above follow the
patterns described below. Regular pairing -er VerbsOkay, that's enough theoretical talk. It's time to reuse our hands and pick! First, in French, we compare actions in six people, represented by the personal consciences of the subject, which replace the theme of the sentence. The singular first person is
represented by the conscience of the personal subject The singular person is represented by the personal pronouns of the subject tu (you). The third person is represented by a personal subject of conscience il (is), elle (she) or on (one). The first person combining is represented by a personal nous
theme (we). The second person combination is represented by the conscience of the personal subject vous (official you, you all). The third person combination is represented by personal subject pronouns ils or elles (them). Now, let's take a look at the different pairing patterns of the current tensions of
guidance, conditionality, shallowness and inevitability, as well as the imperfect past tension. Each is built around the L'indicatif (indicative) trunk and uses the current French tension to express the usual procedures, procedures and current situations, generally accepted knowledge data and actions that will
occur immediately. Je aim-e (I like) J'aime courir (I like to run). Tu aim-es (you like)Tu aimed courir (you want to run). Il/elle/on aim-e (he/she/one likes)Il aime courir (likes to run). Nous target on (we like) Nous aimons courir (we would like to run). Vous goal ez (you are all like) Vous aimez courir (you want
to run all). Ils/elles targetent (they're like) els/elles neighborhood (they like to run). Conditional (conditional) uses conditional mood to refer to hypothetical events as well as to make polite requests. The act aimer (to like, to love), is particularly suitable for polite requests. Conditional stem for ordinary deeds
- more is the same as her infinitive. J'aimer-ais (i di) J'aimerais partir (I would like to leave). Tu aimer-ais (you wish)Tu aimerais partir (you want to leave). Il/elle/on aimer-ait (he/she/one would like) Il aimerait partir (would like to leave). Nous aimer-ions (nous aimerions partir) (we would like to leave). Vous
aimer-iez (you all wish) Vous aimeriez partir (all wish to leave). Ils/ elles aimer-aient (they wish) els aimeraient partir (they wish to leave). Subjonctif (subjunctive) sub-mood conveys unconfirmed or subjective actions or thoughts such as doubt, judgment and necessity. The stem for the sub-form of aimer
(to like, to love) is the goal-. J'aim-eIl suppose que j'aime not ville (he assumes I love the city). Toe Aim-esIl suppose que tu aimes la ville (he's supposed to love the city). Il/elle/on aim-eIl assume qu'elle aime la ville (presumably she likes the city). Nous target ionsIl suppose q nous aimions not (he
assumes we love the city). Vous goal iezIl suppose que vous aimiez no (it's assumed that you all like the city). Ils / elles target entIl assume que elles aiment la ville (he assumes they love the city). L'imperatif (inevitability)French inevitability is used to give orders. We just associate it in toe, nous and vous
shapes. Yes All! Tu: Target-eAime ta planète (I love your planet). Nous: Target onsAimons notre planète (I love our planet). Vous: Goal ezAimez votre planète (I love your planet). Imparfait (minus) is a past formula used to describe a continuous, repetitive or incomplete state. Across the board to -er, ir and
-re verbs, the missing stem is formed by dropping -ons out of the current nous (we) indicative format. The nous form of aimer is aimons, so the stem is the goal-. Let's take a look at the endings now: J'aim-aisJ'aimais courir (you'd love to run). Tu aim-aisTu aimais courir (you like to run). Il/elle/on aim-aitIl
aimait courir (he liked to run). Nous target-ionsnous aimions courir (we would have liked to run). Vous goal iezVous aimiez courir (you all like to run). Ils / elles target - aientIls aimaient courir (they liked to run). How to practice regular French – i.e. conjugations there is no way around it: becoming fluent in
French is all about consistency. You must practice, practice, practice. You can practice by... Test yourself. French already drilled by R. de Rossi de Sales is a great book to have in your arsenal to test yourself on -er already coupling. I also recommend checking this test, in which you work with associated
verbs that are integrated into full sentences. As a bonus, it also includes listening understanding exercises to get your ear accustomed to French silent messages. Listen and select. Talking about listening, French audio material, such as a podcast or talk show, is a great way to get comfortable with the
conjugated actions-er at work. Take a 30-second clip and listen to the actions of -er. Copy as many phrases/sentences that appear as you can. What tensions are they? Can you say (sometimes you can't with those annoying silent messages)? Read (aloud) and modify. If you're a little daunting through
listening exercises, or if you just want to mix things up a little bit, why not try working with reading materials, such as a magazine or newspaper? When you come across the verb -er, conjugate it à hot voix (loudly) for the people left of that tension or mood. You can also play around with the coupling act in
various tensions and mood and pay attention to how to change the meaning of the sentence. Not only will your pairing game be on point, reading will also understand improve. Wonder! Now you have in it. Go there and compare some verbs!    And something else... Learning French grammar doesn't have
to be a chore. With FluentU, you can learn French rules naturally from music videos, commercials, news and inspirational conversations. FluentU lets you learn real French, in the same way that people speak in real life. FluentU has a wide range of interesting videos such as trailer movies, funny
commercials, and web series, as you can see here: FluentU brings original French content inside With interactive comments, FluentU lets you click on a word to see a picture, definition, and useful examples. FluentU can also show you other videos containing the word, so understand how to use them
correctly in any context. For example, this is what you see when you click on a suit word: The FluentU Learning Mode lets you learn all the vocabulary in any video with quizzes. Swipe left or right to see more examples of the word you're learning. All the time, FluentU keeps track of the vocabulary you
learn. This vocabulary is used to recommend examples and videos and give you a fully personalized experience. Start using FluentU on the website or training anytime, anywhere, with iOS and Android apps. If you love this post, something tells me that you will love FluentU, the best way to learn French
with real-world videos. Experience French immersion online! Online!
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